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Abstract Optical networking technologies enable data cen-
tres to be located near sources of green energy (i.e., renew-
able energy). Since some green energy sources are intermit-
tent and are not always available, we need to dynamically
connect distribution networks to the green energy powered
data centres. On the other hand, the availability of green
energy is reasonably predictable, and we are thus able to
schedule connectivity to data centres in advance. We pro-
pose a WDM network planning model, which allows light-
paths to slide within their desired timing windows with no
penalty on the optimization objective, and to slide beyond
their desired timing windows with a deteriorating “green-
level”. Our simulation results show the tradeoffs between
the consumption of brown energy (i.e., energy generated
by carbon-intensive means), the capability of providing re-
quired connectivity to data centres, network resource utiliza-
tion, and overall operation objective.

Keywords WDM networks · Lightpath scheduling · Data
centre interconnection · Green energy · Network resource
utilization

1 Introduction

Optical networks are widely used in connections between
data centres, which are facilities that primarily host elec-
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tronic equipment for data processing, data storage, and com-
munications. In connecting data centres to each other and
also to their respective distribution networks, optical net-
works have attractive advantages, such as high speed, large
capacity and energy efficiency [1, 2]. With the advanced op-
tical networking technologies, data centres can be located
near sources of green energy (i.e., renewable energy). In this
way, instead of the transmission of electricity from sources
of green energy to data centres, data can be transmitted to
and among data centres over optical networks, which results
in less loss in electricity transmission and more efficient use
of green energy.

We aim at reducing the overall use of “brown” energy by
data centres and on the other hand, maximizing their use of
green energy. Green data centres are the data centres that
mainly consume the electricity generated by renewable en-
ergy, such as wind, solar, tide and hydro energies [3]. Green
data centres can avoid the use of brown energy that is gen-
erated by carbon-intensive means, such as coal or gas burn-
ing power plants. At the same time, green data centres may
use brown energy as secondary or backup options. How-
ever, using brown energy costs more than using its green
counterpart, and more so in social and environmental senses.
The cost varies for using different power sources at different
times.

Because some sources of green energy are intermittent
and are not always available, we need to dynamically change
the connectivity of data centres. We use the terminology
“connectivity of data centres” to refer to two types of con-
nections: connections between data centres, and connections
from data centres to their respective distribution networks
for end users [4]. The availability of green energy highly de-
pends on weather and other environmental factors, making
it intermittent and fluctuating [5–7]. However, measurement
and predication of green energy availability, together with
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the use of rechargeable batteries, make green energy reason-
ably predictable [8–10]. The operation of green data centres
must be planned to take into account the predicted green
energy supply at different times and sites. Accordingly, we
can schedule the change of connectivity of data centres in
advance to make better use of greener time slots.

There are daily or weekly patterns of workloads and con-
nectivity requirements of data centres. It has been observed
that workloads of transaction-oriented servers vary signifi-
cantly depending on time of day, day of week, or other ex-
ternal factors [11–14]. Network traffic at the optical layer
periodically fluctuates. For core optical networks such as
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) networks, net-
work traffic is observed following daily patterns [15], or
weekly patterns [16]. Such traffic patterns can be predicted
from historical statistics, which repeat every day (or week)
with minor variations in timing and volume. It is expected
that a large portion of the traffic that is carried by optical
networks are related to data centres. The knowledge about
workloads and traffic patterns provides an opportunity to
schedule the connectivity of data centres.

Using scheduled lightpaths to connect green data cen-
tres has different timing requirements from other lightpath
scheduling problems. Existing methods for the lightpath
scheduling problems assume that a lightpath should be set
up either at a given time, or within a given time window,
which makes the lightpath scheduling inflexible for con-
necting green data centres. For example, in [17–21], net-
work planning was conducted for a set of lightpath requests,
each having a pre-specified starting and ending time. In
[22–25], static WDM network planning was conducted for
fixed holding-time lightpath requests, each one being al-
lowed to slide within its given time window. However, for
connecting green data centres, timing flexibility in light-
path scheduling is very important, not only because of the
variability of the green power, but also because of the net-
work operations. Network operators are concerned about not
only timing violations (related to the “green-level” of data
centres), but also the resource utilization, as well as light-
path rejections (related to the connectivity of data centres).
Network operators need tools to make wise tradeoffs be-
tween these goals, e.g., network operators would rather ad-
just lightpaths scheduling timing, than reject lightpaths that
cannot be accommodated due to their strict timing require-
ment or impractical timing windows.

To connect green data centres, scheduled lightpaths can
be allowed to slightly slide in time, without deteriorating
the performance. Sliding-timing scheduling potentially pro-
vides better network resource utilization than fixed-timing
scheduling. Since lightpaths are scheduled based on the sta-
tistical availability of green energy at different data centres
and traffic characteristics, minor timing slides should not
impact much on the performance of the traffic adaptation,

while dramatic timing slides, on the other hand, should be
avoided. For example, due to the availability of sunlight at a
given solar powered data centre, the network operator needs
to provision a lightpath between the data centre to a distribu-
tion network during the day time. It usually does not make
much difference if the timing slide is far below the variance
of green energy availability, e.g., starting the lightpath from
8:00 AM or 10:00 AM. However, setting up the lightpath
at 5:00 AM cannot efficiently transfer data from the data
centre, due to the lack of sufficient solar power at the data
centre.

In the above-mentioned applications, the extent of the
timing satisfaction or violation needs to be quantitatively
measured. Moreover, a timing window should not be used
in a “binary” way, i.e., it can either be satisfied (thus the
corresponding lightpath is accepted), or not (thus the corre-
sponding lightpath is rejected). Network operators normally
would prefer scheduled lightpaths being centered on their
desired timing, with a decreasing tolerance level, which can
take into consideration both the “green” level and the timing
punctuality, as scheduled lightpaths move away from their
desired timing windows. This requires proper modelling of
the extent of timing satisfaction or violation, which has not
been done by the existing methods for the static lightpath
scheduling, and therefore motivates this study.

Our study aims at planning scheduled lightpaths to adapt
to relatively stable traffic patterns and predictable availabil-
ity of green energy. Static scheduled lightpath demands are
generated based on forecast traffic patterns and green en-
ergy availability at data centres, and are input to our network
planning problem. Our problem is different from dynamic
lightpath scheduling problems, which generally do not as-
sume any a priori information of how traffic patterns change
[26–28]. In our approach, once a lightpath is pre-planned, it
becomes available to carry traffic at its scheduled time. In
contrast, dynamic lightpath scheduling cannot guarantee the
availability of a lightpath. Only when a request arrives, the
network operator makes real-time decisions depending on
the network resource availability at the moment of the re-
quest. Our approach achieves a better coordination of light-
paths than dynamic lightpath scheduling by taking advan-
tage of known traffic patterns, as well as green energy avail-
ability for data centres [28].

This paper is organized as follow. In Sect. 2, we out-
line the energy efficiency problems, challenges, possible
solutions and emerging opportunities of data centres. In
Sect. 3, we summarize the networking requirements of green
data centres, as well as assumptions used in our model. In
Sect. 4, we present our model, followed by numeric results
in Sect. 5. We conclude this paper in Sect. 6.
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Fig. 1 Typical electrical systems in a data centre [29]

2 Green data centres

The energy efficiency problems, challenges, possible solu-
tions and emerging opportunities of servers and data cen-
tres are highlighted in a comprehensive report developed by
the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
EPA issued a report to the US congress on energy efficiency
of servers and data centres in August 2007 [29]. Some of its
key findings are:

• In 2006, servers and data centres in the US consumed
61 billion kWh (kilowatt hours), and their total electric-
ity cost was US $4.5 billion;

• Their energy consumption grew rapidly and the trend con-
tinues. From 2000 to 2006, their total electricity con-
sumption doubled;

• On average, their site infrastructure consumed half of the
electricity for cooling systems, power delivery, and so on;

• Among the information processing equipment, volume
servers consumed 68% of the electricity in 2006; while
network equipment steadily consumed approximately
10% of the electricity over 2000–2006.

Typical electrical systems in a data centre include main
and backup power supplies, electrical systems for the facil-
ity, and power regulatory systems for data processing equip-
ment. Connections of electrical systems in a data centre are
illustrated in Fig. 1. Due to the stringent requirements of data
processing equipment, power conditioning systems are nor-
mally used, such as power distribution units, rechargeable
batteries/uninterruptible power supplies.

Data centres suffer from low utilization and low energy
efficiency. Normally, the capacity of data centres is de-

signed based on the peak demand. However, the real demand
varies over time. Servers operate most of the time at 10%–
50% of their maximum utilization levels [12, 13, 30–34].
Unfortunately, when the utilization of servers is low, their
power consumption remains high. Currently, servers still
consume over 50% of their peak power usage, even when the
servers are idle, resulting in low energy efficiency of servers
[12, 30, 34, 35]. Since on average data centres consume half
of the electricity for cooling systems, power delivery, and
so on [29], low energy efficiency of servers results in even
lower energy efficiency of data centres. Servers at low uti-
lization still generate significant heat, which requires cool-
ing systems [36]. Even idle servers need power to be deliv-
ered, which causes power delivery loss.

The capability of on-demand switching off servers in-
creases the energy efficiency of data centres. In another
word, an easy step to increase energy efficiency of data cen-
tres is turning off the power of idle servers, and turning
them on when necessary [11, 34]. Virtual machine migra-
tion allows the relocation of active tasks from one physi-
cal host server to another, without any major performance
degradation on the active tasks running on servers [37–43].
Active tasks running on low utilized servers may be dynami-
cally consolidated into fewer servers, creating opportunity to
scale back the power consumption of idle servers (including
powering-off idle servers) [12, 13, 32, 44–49]. When addi-
tional service capacity is needed, the servers that are pow-
ered off may be powered on and provide service in minutes
[50]. Software applications may be intelligently mapped to
underlying servers based on the workload, capability and
power consumption profiles of these servers [51–58]. As
proposed in [59], intelligent distribution of computational
workload was explored across geographically distributed
data centres to optimize energy consumption and cost. It
took advantages of the cost-saving factors, including differ-
ent and variable electricity prices, peak-demand prices ver-
sus off-peak-demand prices due to time zone differences,
and green energy versus brown energy.

Making data centres use green energy has different re-
quirements from minimizing the total energy consumption
or reducing the peak power consumption of data centres.
For example, the total energy consumption may be slightly
increased, when we aim at maximizing the usage of green
energy. However, our goal is viable due to its long-term so-
cial, environmental, and economic benefits. Previous studies
addressed the problem of distributing tasks in web servers
to minimize their total energy consumption and at the same
time to satisfy performance requirements [13, 47, 60–64].
There are also other efforts in reducing peak power require-
ments at chips, servers, racks and data centres [65].
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Fig. 2 A data centre interconnected by WDM networks

3 Networking requirements of green data centres

3.1 Networking requirements of green data centres

High-bandwidth networks are used to connect data centres,
as well as key systems within a data centre. The data pro-
cessing equipment within a data centre consists of three key
systems (shown in Fig. 2): front and back end gateways, and
back end application servers. The front end gateway is con-
nected to distribution networks, e.g., IP service provider net-
works. The front end gateway supports client-to-server com-
munications and provides the high-speed server-to-server
networking with the back end gateway and other front end
gateways. The front end gateway is composed of firewalls,
and servers for content caching, load balancing, and intru-
sion detection. The back end gateway is connected to the
back end gateways at other data centres, which could be lo-
cated beyond the same metropolitan domain. In this exam-
ple, we use WDM networks due to their advantages of pro-
tocol transparency, high-bandwidth offered by multiple op-
tical channels, and most importantly their energy efficiency.
However, other high-bandwidth networks such as metropoli-
tan area Ethernet networks, and SONET/SDH networks are
also viable solutions for data centre interconnection [44].

Optical networks are ideally suited for bridging the gap
between the desired locations of data centres from the fa-
cility’s perspective and from the information processing’s
perspective. There are benefits to locate data centre facili-
ties in rural and remote areas that provide data security from
natural disasters, green energy generation, lower land cost,
lower external surrounding temperature, and running wa-
ter for cooling. However, the information processing should
ideally be located close to users to reduce delay and net-
work congestion. Optical networks provide huge bandwidth
and point-to-point IP links, while consuming less energy
than any other communication networks. By using optical
networks, we effectively remove the need of the long-haul

transmission of electricity from power generation stations to
data centres.

We pre-plan schedules for setting up lightpaths to con-
nect data centres to the requesting distribution networks. We
assume that high-volume digital contents are hosted by large
data centres. Each piece of content is duplicated to 2 or 3
mirror data centres. Lightpaths originate from the back end
gateway of the data centre that store the digital content, and
terminate at the front end gateway of the data centre that
is located close to the requesting distribution network. Net-
work power cost is considered constant, regardless of car-
ried traffic. We assume that all wavelength channels in all
WDM fibres are available for the lightpath scheduling and
routing. In reality, optical virtual private networks may be
used, where a set of wavelength channels are allocated by
the lightpath scheduling and routing algorithm.

Lightpath demands are created based on the predicted
green energy availability for data centres and the requests
for contents that are hosted by the data centres. If the pre-
ferred schedule for a lightpath cannot be satisfied, a lightpath
may be shifted in its schedule with a higher cost, due to its
increased use of brown energy and the reduced timing satis-
factory level. Our problem is to provide the best scheduling
and Routing and Wavelength Assignment (RWA) schemes
of lightpaths, which are generated off-line by our optimiza-
tion algorithm, to provide the required connectivity of data
centres and at the same time to minimize the use of brown
energy.

3.2 WDM network operations, modeling and assumptions

We consider wavelength-routed WDM networks with mesh
topologies. We model a general topology WDM mesh net-
work of N nodes interconnected by E links. Each node
represents a data centre, including its front and back end
gateways. Each link consists of a pair of fibres, each fibre
for one direction and having W non-interfering wavelength
channels. Two nodes can be connected through a lightpath
defined as a concatenated sequence of wavelength channels
[66]. We assume no wavelength conversion is used due to
its high cost and little benefit for the static WDM planning
problem [67]. So a lightpath must use the same wavelength
all the way from its source node to destination node.

Lightpaths are scheduled to be set up at the beginning of
their starting time slots and be torn down at the end of their
finishing time slots. Network-wide synchronous time slots
are used for resource allocations and lightpath scheduling.
All time slots have the same fixed duration, which should be
one hour or larger. We assume the time to set up or tear down
a lightpath (i.e., signalling time) is negligible compared to
the duration of a time slot. The holding time of a lightpath
is fixed and known in advance, measured by the number of
time slots. Without losing generality, we number the time
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slots in our planning time horizon sequentially from 0 to
Z − 1 (0 ≤ t < Z). The complexity of our scheduling prob-
lem increases, as the number of time slots in the planning
time horizon increases. A detailed analysis of computation
complexity can be found in [68].

We aim at scheduling and allocating network resources
to lightpaths, i.e., planning network operations for Sched-
uled Sliding Lightpath Demands (SSLDs). The network re-
sources primarily include wavelength channels. We provide
an accepted SSLD with a schedule (i.e., starting time slot)
and an RWA scheme (i.e., a list of allocated wavelength
channels). The same RWA scheme is used for the entire
holding time of an SSLD, i.e., once an SSLD is accepted,
it stays connected from its starting time slot to its finishing
time slot. If there is insufficient resource for an SSLD during
its holding time, the SSLD is rejected.

4 Problem formulation

4.1 Notations

For the remainder of this paper, the following notations and
variables are used:

Network model related parameters:
V the set of all nodes in the network;
eij the fibre between node i (i ∈ V ) and node j (j ∈ V );
E the set of all fibres in the network, i.e., {eij }, (i ∈ V,

j ∈ V );
W the number of wavelengths used in the network;
N the number of nodes in the network.

SSLD related parameters:
lh the hth SSLD. If it is accepted, we use the same notation

to refer to the lightpath that is provided to the SSLD;
L the total number of SSLDs, 0 ≤ h < L.

Scheduling related parameters:
Z the total time slots of our scheduling problem;
th the holding time of SSLD lh. Based on our assump-

tion, it is the same as the lifespan of lightpath lh, if
SSLD lh is accepted;

[bh, b
′
h] the desired window of starting time for SSLD

lh,0 ≤ bh ≤ b′ < Z;
yh the weight for earliness penalty of lightpath lh;
rh the weight for tardiness penalty of lightpath lh;
Eh the overall timing violation penalty of lightpath lh.

Cost and revenue related parameters:
hijt the cost of using a wavelength channel on link eij (eij ∈

E) for time slot t;
Ch the routing cost of lightpath lh, i.e., the cost of wave-

length channels used by lightpath lh;

Dh the dual routing cost of lightpath lh;
P the penalty for rejecting an SSLD, i.e., the loss of rev-

enue if an SSLD is rejected.

Decision variables:
αh the binary integer variable indicating the admission

status of SSLD lh. It is one, if SSLD lh is accepted.
Otherwise, it is zero;

βh the starting time slot of lightpath lh,0 ≤ βh < Z;
δh
ijct the binary integer variable representing the use of the

cth wavelength channel on fibre eij (eij ∈ E,0 ≤ c <

W) at time slot t by lightpath lh. It is one, if lightpath
lh uses such wavelength channel at such time slot. Oth-
erwise, it is zero;

A the admission status of all SSLDs, i.e., (αh),0 ≤ h <

L;
B the starting time slots of all lightpaths, i.e., (βh),0 ≤

h < L;
�h the RWA scheme of lightpath lh, i.e., (δh

ijct )h;
� the RWA schemes of all lightpaths, i.e., (�h),

0 ≤ h < L.

4.2 Objective function

Our goal is to provide as much required connectivity for
data centres as possible for their desired peak operation time
slots, so that their usage of green energy is maximized. We
model our goal by an optimization objective as minimizing
the rejection of requests, the resource usage and the timing
violations of lightpaths. We want to accept as many prof-
itable requests as possible, and for the accepted requests,
we want to find lightpath schedules that respect their timing
preference as much as possible, while at the same time pro-
vide them with RWA schemes that use as few resources as
possible.

Our objective function is to minimize the function J , i.e.,

min
A,B,�

{J }, where J ≡
∑

0≤h<L

[
(1 − αh)P + αh(Ch + Eh)

]
.

The overall penalty consists of the rejection penalty
(i.e., P ), the resource usage cost (i.e., Ch) and the timing
violation penalty (i.e., Eh). The timing violation penalty
could be either an earliness penalty or a tardiness penalty.
The shortage of effective service time caused by schedule
earliness and tardiness is shown in Fig. 3. When SSLD lh is
scheduled sooner than its desired starting time, the lightpath
will be removed sooner than the desired ending time, caus-
ing a shortage of the effective service time after the lightpath
is removed. This is because we assume the lifespan of light-
path lh is exactly the same as the holding time of SSLD lh.
On the other hand, when lightpath lh is scheduled later than
its desired starting time of SSLD lh, there will be a shortage
of effective service time before the lightpath starts.
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Fig. 3 Shortage of effective service time caused by schedule earliness
and tardiness

Fig. 4 Green energy availability and brown energy consumption of a
data centre for a period of one day

Some sources of green energy are intermittent and are not
always available. As an example, we illustrate green energy
availability and brown energy consumption of a data centre
for a period of one day in Fig. 4. If the data centre operates at
its peak capacity, there are two cases of its required energy:

either fully or partially powered by green energy. When the
data centre operates outside of the green energy availabil-
ity time window, it has to use brown energy. To maximize
its use of green energy, its connectivity needs to be sched-
uled to match its green energy availability time window as
much as possible. We impose higher operational penalty, if
its connectivity does not perfectly match its green energy
availability.

In this paper, we adopt earliness and tardiness penalties
defined in [69]:

Eh =

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

yh × (bh − βh)
2 if βh < bh

(i.e., earliness penalty)
0 if bh ≤ βh ≤ b′

h

(i.e., no penalty, since the
lightpath starts within
its desired starting time
window)

rh × (βh − b′
h)

2 if βh > b′
h

(i.e., tardiness penalty)

0 ≤ h < L (1)

where yh and rh are the weights for earliness and tardiness
penalties of lightpath lh. Our earliness and tardiness penal-
ties reflect a high penalty as a data centre is forced to use
brown energy, when its connectivity moves away from its
desired timing window (shown in Fig. 5). When yh and rh

are set to infinitely large positive values and the resource
costs are set to zero, this formulation then becomes the same
as the fixed time-window scheduling problem, which does
not allow any timing violations.

The cost of routing lightpath lh is denoted as Ch and de-
fined as the total cost of using wavelength channels. We use
this definition to illustrate that the cost of a routing light-
path is a weighted summation of certain parameters related
to links and nodes. Such a definition may be extended to in-
corporate other parameters without changing the framework
proposed in this paper.

Ch =
∑

βh≤t<(βh+th)

(
hijt ×

∑

eij ∈E

∑

0≤c<W

δh
ijct

)
,

0 ≤ h < L (2)

Our design variables are the admission status of all
SSLDs (A), the starting time slots of all lightpaths (B),
and the RWA schemes for all lightpaths (�). Our design
variables are not completely independent. They represent
three inter-related sub-problems, i.e., lightpath request ad-
missions, lightpath scheduling, and RWAs.
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Fig. 5 Example of earliness
and tardiness penalties reflecting
a decreasing tolerance level as a
scheduled lightpath moves away
from its desired timing window

4.3 Constraints

4.3.1 Lightpath continuity constraints

If SSLD lh is admitted, its RWA must be continuous along
its path and be terminated at its two end nodes.
∑

j∈V

∑

0≤c<W

δh
ijct −

∑

j∈V

∑

0≤c<W

δh
jict

=

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

αh if i is the source node of sh

−αh if i is the destination node of sh

0 otherwise,

0 ≤ h < L, i ∈ V,0 ≤ t < Z (3)

If lh is accepted (i.e. αh = 1), at its source node, there
is one lightpath going out; at its destination node, there
is one lightpath coming in; at any intermediate node, this
lightpath does not contribute to the number of lightpaths
that terminate at this node. For any node that is not related
to this lightpath, or when lh is rejected (i.e., αh = 0), this
lightpath does not contribute to the number of lightpaths
that terminate at the node. These constraints confine that if
and only if αh = 1, during the lifespan of lightpath lh (i.e.,
βh ≤ t < (βh + th)), there must be a lightpath from its source
node to its destination node.

4.3.2 Exclusive wavelength channel usage constraints

∑

0≤h<L

δh
ijct ≤ 1, eij ∈ E,0 ≤ c < W,0 ≤ t < Z (4)

Every wavelength channel at any time slot t cannot be used
by more than one lightpath.

4.3.3 Lightpath persistency constraints

δh
ijcx = δh

ijcy, 0 ≤ h < L,eij ∈ E,0 ≤ x < Z,0 ≤ y < Z

(5)

During the lifespan of lightpath lh, its RWA scheme must
remain the same for all time slots.

Fig. 6 Example network for performance evaluation (NSFNET)

5 Numeric results

We study the design tradeoffs in an example network operat-
ing under randomly generated connectivity requirements of
data centres, which represent their best utilization of green
energy. Our example network is a mesh topology network
(i.e., NSFNET) with 14 nodes and 21 links. Each node rep-
resents a data centre, whose internal structure is shown in
Fig. 2. The network topology is shown in Fig. 6, which
marks the sequence number of nodes and links. In this sec-
tion, we present results for one particular connectivity re-
quirement of data centres, while the same trends are ob-
served under several other connectivity requirements. The
number of SSLDs for all node pairs is listed in Table 1,
where the number on the ith row and the j th column repre-
sents the total number of SSLDs demands from node i to j .
We randomly assign their values between 0 and 3. The total
number of SSLDs is 286. Their timing requirements are also
randomly generated.

We applied a Lagrangian Relaxation and Subgradient
Method (LRSM) to the formulated optimization problem.
We aim at obtaining near-optimal solutions to our problem,
while providing a tight performance bound that can be used
to evaluate the optimality of our solution. Details on LRSM
can be found in [70].

In our first example, we study the tradeoffs between mul-
tiple design criteria:

• Consumption of brown energy;
• Capability of providing required connectivity to data cen-

tres;
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Table 1 Number of SSLDs for all node pairs

0 1 3 1 3 1 3 0 2 0 3 2 0 3

0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 3

3 0 0 3 0 1 2 3 2 3 1 2 3 0

3 1 0 0 1 1 2 3 2 2 3 2 0 3

1 0 1 2 0 3 3 2 0 3 3 1 1 3

1 2 1 3 2 0 1 3 3 1 2 1 0 2

3 1 2 3 3 3 0 3 3 1 3 2 3 3

0 0 0 0 1 0 3 0 0 1 3 0 2 0

3 0 1 3 3 3 3 0 0 2 3 1 1 2

0 0 0 1 2 0 2 0 1 0 1 0 0 3

1 0 0 2 0 3 1 1 0 3 0 3 0 3

2 3 1 1 3 2 3 2 2 2 3 0 1 3

2 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 3 0 2 0 0 3

1 3 0 2 3 2 3 3 1 2 3 3 3 0

• Network resource utilization; and
• Overall operation objective.

We first set the tardiness penalty to a fixed value and
study the impact of the earliness penalty. We vary the weight
of the earliness penalty for SSLDs, so that when an SSLD’s
starting time is earlier than its desired starting time, different
earliness penalties are imposed on the operation objective.

The indices of the consumption of brown energy are mea-
sured by our timing violation function:

Brown Energy Consumption Earliness Index

=
∑

0≤h<L

yh × (bh − βh)
2 (6)

Brown Energy Consumption Tardiness Index

=
∑

0≤h<L

rh × (βh − b′
h)

2 (7)

To better understand the tradeoffs between network param-
eters, we introduce two measurements of timing violation:
the Sum of Earliness Violations (SEV), and the Sum of Tar-
diness Violations (STV), defined as:

Sum of Earliness Violations (SEV)

=
∑

0≤h<L

min{0, (bh − βh)} (8)

Sum of Tardiness Violations (STV)

=
∑

0≤h<L

min{0, (βh − b′
h)} (9)

As the weight for earliness penalty yh increases, fewer
earliness violations are observed (shown in Fig. 7). The rea-
son is that with a given total cost budget for each light-
path setting to a fixed value (i.e., P = 100), a high weight
for earliness penalty quickly uses up the total cost budget.

Fig. 7 Sum of Earliness Violations as yh varies

Fig. 8 Total number of rejected SSLDs vs. the Brown Energy Con-
sumption Earliness Index as yh varies

For the same reason, as the weight for earliness penalty
yh increases, the total number of rejected SSLDs increases,
because SSLDs with insufficient cost budget are rejected
(shown in Fig. 8). When the weight for earliness penalty yh

reaches a certain value, SSLDs are either scheduled strictly
respecting their preferred timing requirements, or rejected
due to their insufficient cost budget to cover the high penalty
for earliness (shown in Fig. 8).

The Brown Energy Consumption Earliness Index sharply
increases, as the weight for earliness penalty yh increases
(shown in Fig. 8). At a certain point, the Brown Energy
Consumption Earliness Index gradually decreases (shown
in Fig. 8), since the total number of earliness violations de-
creases at a faster pace (shown in Fig. 7). When all accepted
SSLDs are scheduled strictly respecting their timing require-
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Fig. 9 Achieved optimization objective and its bound as yh varies

Fig. 10 Total number of rejected SSLDs vs. the Brown Energy Con-
sumption Tardiness Index as rh varies

ment, the Brown Energy Consumption Earliness Index stays
at zero (shown in Fig. 8). No early operation at data cen-
tres is scheduled before their green energy approximately
reaches peak. However, completely disabling earliness in
data centre operation schedule is not optimal for the overall
objective, which is evidenced by a higher achieved objec-
tive value (shown in Fig. 9). In Fig. 9, we also demonstrate
that our results are highly optimal (all within 3% from the
bound).

We now set the earliness penalty to a fixed value and
study the impact of the tardiness penalty, i.e., we vary the
weight of the tardiness penalty for SSLDs. The tradeoff be-
tween the consumption of brown energy and the capabil-
ity of providing required connectivity to data centres is ob-
served in Figs. 10 and 11.

Fig. 11 Sum of tardiness violations as rh varies

Fig. 12 Number of rejected SSLDs as W varies

In our second example, we study the impact of available
network resources on the optimization objective. We vary
the number of wavelength channels on each fibre (denoted
by W). The impact on the number of rejected SSLDs is
shown in Fig. 12. The achieved optimization objective and
its bound are shown in Fig. 13. In this example, we set pa-
rameters hijt = 4, P = 100, yh = 20 and rh = 20. In this
way, a lightpath may be scheduled up to two time slots ahead
or behind of its desired timing, which causes a penalty of
20 × 22 = 80 within its 100 total budget. In Fig. 12, we can
see that as W reduces, the number of rejected SSLD reduces.
We do not observe any obvious trend in changing the timing
violations as W changes. In Fig. 13, we can see again that
our algorithm consistently produces a near-optimal solution
that is very close to the lower bound.
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Fig. 13 Achieved optimization
objective and its bound as W

varies

Fig. 14 Impact of hijt on the
average hop count

In our third example, we study the impact of the cost of
a hop of a lightpath, which includes the cost of one adja-
cent node and a wavelength channel. We fix the other pa-
rameters and vary the cost of wavelength channels (denoted
by hijt ). The results are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. We
grouped the SSLDs into three groups based on their hold-
ing times. We can see in Fig. 14 that as hijt increases from
0 to 40, the average hop counts of each group drop at differ-
ent rates. In Fig. 15, we demonstrate that the performance of
our scheduling results is mostly optimal for this study. The
network operator can thus easily control the hop number of
the routings by adjusting the hijt value. Please note that al-
though for the simplicity of our numerical experiments, we

only set the penalty for rejecting an SSLD (i.e., P ) to the
same value for all SSLDs, our model allows to set differ-
ent values for individual SSLDs. The penalty for rejecting a
given SSLD is an artificial value that operators of data cen-
tres are willing to pay for setting up the SSLD.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we study the benefits and tradeoffs of using
scheduled lightpaths to connect data centres for optimizing
the use of intermittent renewable energy sources. The prior
knowledge of server workload and traffic patterns, as well as
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Fig. 15 Achieved optimization
objective and its bound as hijt

varies

the green energy sources availability provides an opportu-
nity to schedule lightpaths to serve our goal of maximizing
the use of green energy at the network planning stage. We
proposed a WDM network planning model, which allows
the operator of networks and data centres to set the schedul-
ing and cost related parameters, making tradeoffs between
competing operation goals.

We reveal the tradeoffs between the consumption of
brown energy and the capability of providing required con-
nectivity to data centres. Our simulation results show how
timing flexibility improves network resource utilization and
reduces rejections. We also study the impact of available
network resources and the cost of network resources on the
optimization objective. Our future work includes modeling
lightpaths with variable holding times.
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